InterPore members who played a key role in setting up InterPore. Pictured from left: Prof. Majid Hassanizadeh, Prof. Oleg Iliev, Prof. Rainer Helmig, Prof. Azita Ahmadi-Senichault, Dr. Mattias Schmidt, and Prof. Margot Gerritsen successful at providing an impetus for interaction among participants from a wide range of disciplines that the idea of creating an international center for porous media was born.
As a preamble to the formation of such a center, Majid Hassanizadeh organized a workshop in Utrecht, November 12-17, 2007, entitled Workshop on Flow and Transport in Industrial Porous Media. Though most participants were unknown to each other and worked on seemingly disparate subject areas: fuel cells, filters, biological tissues (both natural and cultured), diapers, soils, paper pulp drying, fabrics and textiles, coal-bed methane production, polymer composites, and CO2 sequestration, they were studying similar processes, solving similar governing equations, using similar numerical methods, and performing similar experiments and measurements.
Many of the speakers of this workshop expressed interest in meeting in 2008 and setting up a new society. They became the founding members of the Society and met again on April 9, 2008, while attending the NUPUS annual meeting in Utrecht. They agreed to form the European Society for Porous Media, in short Europore, and approved draft bylaws. On May 14, 2008, europore.org website was registered.
As word spread, many non-European scientists expressed interest in joining. So, on July 17, 2008, the geographical scope of the society was expanded and its name was changed to the International Society for Porous Media, with the acronym InterPore. InterPore bylaws were deposited with a public notary, the Society was registered with Utrecht Chamber of Commerce in the fall of 2008, and InterPore started to recruit members. An interim Executive Committee was formed with Professor Rainer Helmig of Stuttgart University as Founding President, Professor Margot Gerritsen of Stanford University as Treasurer, Professor Majid Hassanizadeh as Managing Director, and Dr Mattias Schmidt of Procter & Gamble as member (Fig. 1) . The Executive Committee organized the first InterPore election in 2008 in order to elect eight Council members and the first president-elect. Professor Oleg Iliev of Fraunhofer Institute ITWM became the first elected president of InterPore (Fig. 1) . Also, plans were made for holding the first Annual Meeting of InterPore in March 2009 in Kaiserslautern, hosted by Fraunhofer Institute ITWM, and chaired by Oleg Iliev. A strategic alliance agreement was signed with Springer and Transport in Porous Media on Nov. 17, 2008.
The growth and evolution of InterPore is reflected in the attendance at its meetings and areas represented. At its first meeting in 2009, there were about 90 attendees and 35 talks. At the 4th meeting in 2012 in West Lafayette, IN, there were over 250 speakers and posters. And on the occasion of InterPore's 10th anniversary, held in New Orleans, LA in 2018, there were 468 talks and 289 poster pitch and poster presentations, and over 700 attendees! In parallel, Transport in Porous Media went from publishing 6 issues and 629 pages in 1987 to 15 issues and 3848 pages in 2018.
The articles within this issue are here to help provide a "big picture" of many aspects of porous material research. Some of the articles address modeling: at the macroscale, where the multiple phases are indistinguishable (Battiato et al. 2019) , to the pore scale or microscale (Ramstad et al. 2019) ; modeling of diffusion/dispersion of particles on the order of 10 microns and larger (Tartakovsky and Dentz 2019) and of colloids on the order of a micrometer to nanometers (Molnar et al. 2019) ; modeling of reactions within porous materials that are limited by lack of mixing of the components (diffusion limited) (Valocchi et al. 2018; Tartakovsky and Dentz 2019) ; modeling charged porous materials (Joekar-Niasar et al. 2019) , fractures (Berre et al. 2018) , and heat transfer (Nield and Simmons 2018) . Other articles address experimental issues-at the macroscale (Falzone et al. 2018) and fluid displacement at the pore scale (Gerami et al. 2018) , while Armstrong et al. (2018) demonstrates how one can go from X-ray microcomputed tomography to characterizing porous media for modeling. And two articles address computational issues: one about open-source software (Bilke et al. 2019 ) and one about numerical algorithms for large-scale porous media problems (Nägel et al. 2019) . Unfortunately, there are some topics that are not addressed in this issue. In particular, deformation of porous materials, wave propagation, percolation, and aspects of multiphase flow through porous media are the most prominent among these. We hope that the articles presented here, however, will take many of you into this rich research environment, where there is still much to be discovered.
